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Recent studies in snowmelt-dominated catchments have documented changes in

nitrogen (N) retention over time, such as declines in watershed exports of N, though

there is a limited understanding of the controlling processes driving these trends.

Working in the mountainous headwater East River Colorado watershed, we explored

the effects of riparian hollows as N-cycling hotspots and as important small-scale

controls on observed watershed trends. Using a modeling-based approach informed

by remote sensing and in situ observations, we simulated the N-retention capacity of

riparian hollows with seasonal and yearly hydrobiogeochemical perturbations imposed

as drivers. We then implemented a scaling approach to quantify the relative contribution

of riparian hollows to the total river corridor N budget. We found that riparian hollows

primarily serve as N sinks, with N-transformation rates significantly limited by periods of

enhanced groundwater upwelling and promoted at the onset of rainfall events. Given

these observed hydrologic controls, we expect that the nitrate (NO−
3 ) sink capacity of

riparian hollows will increase in magnitude with future climatic perturbations, specifically

the shift to more frequent rainfall events and fewer snowmelt events, as projected for

many mountainous headwater catchments. Our current estimates suggest that while

riparian hollows provision ∼5–20% of NO−
3 to the river network, they functionally act as

inhibitors to upland NO−
3 reaching the stream. Our work linking transient hydrological

conditions to numerical biogeochemical simulations is an important step in assessing

N-retaining features relative to the watershed N budget and better understanding the

role of small-scale features within watersheds.

Keywords: riparian, nitrogen, DNRA, reactive transport, snowmelt, microtopography

INTRODUCTION

Watershed nitrogen (N) fluxes driven by in-stream N exports can have formative impacts on
downstream terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (Appling et al., 2014; Lucas et al., 2016; Pinay
et al., 2018) and water quality for agricultural and municipal usage (Bernard-Jannin et al., 2017;
Castaldelli et al., 2020; Lutz et al., 2020). Several studies have documented changes in watershed N
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exports, such as decadal shifts in watersheds functioning as N
sources versus N sinks (Yanai et al., 2013), increases in N exports
across several decades or centuries (Van Meter et al., 2017),
declines in in-stream N exports (Lucas et al., 2016; Newcomer
et al., 2019), and interannual variability in peak N exports
(Duncan et al., 2015). The controlling multi-scale processes
driving these trends, however, are not well-defined, limiting
our predictive understanding of the controls on N exports in
freshwater watersheds. Quantifying the major controls on total
watershed N exports will therefore be important in predicting
future changes in N exports and associated implications under
rapid climatic shifts.

Previous studies have shown that microtopographic features
(e.g., hummocks and hollows) throughout riparian floodplains
are important controls on shallow biogeochemical kinetics (Frei
et al., 2012; Duncan et al., 2013). These features are potentially
important sites for groundwater-surface water interactions (Frei
et al., 2012), as groundwater in riparian floodplains can exhibit
seasonal hydrologic connectivity to surface water (Zilli and
Paggi, 2013; Reid et al., 2016; Carroll et al., 2018), thus
creating biogeochemically active flow paths for infiltrating
surface water to travel through before reaching streams. In
snowmelt-dominated catchments, groundwater can contribute
up to 50% of total stream discharge during baseflow conditions
and up to nearly 30% under snowmelt conditions (Carroll
et al., 2018). Such connectivity allows these riparian features
to function as “ecosystem control points” with respect to in-
stream N exports (Frei et al., 2012; Duncan et al., 2013), where
ecosystem control points are defined as features essential in
understanding aggregate ecosystem behavior (Bernhardt et al.,
2017). In a study conducted by Duncan et al., riparian hollows
were shown to account for >99% of total denitrification, though
they represented less than 1% of the total catchment area
(Duncan et al., 2013). In another study, Frei et al. described
the importance of coupled hummock-hollow features, which
facilitate the introduction of surface water into shallow aquifers,
where less-reduced surface water initiates greater microbial
growth than older, more-reduced groundwater (Frei et al., 2012).
These studies have established riparian hollows as potentially
significant drivers to changes in watershed N budgets. There
is still uncertainty, however, in how N transformations within
riparian hollows respond to transient hydrologic conditions,
such as those associated with snowmelt timing, rainfall patterns,
and groundwater fluctuations. Delineating and quantifying these
transient responses could allow for more accurate temporal and
spatial scaling of the impact of riparian hollows on catchment-
scale N budgets.

It is well-established that snowmelt-dominated catchments
are exhibiting earlier peak snowmelt runoff (McCabe and Clark,
2005; Knowles et al., 2006; Adam et al., 2009; Dudley et al., 2017),
declines in net and peak snowwater equivalent (SWE) (Clark and
Pitlick, 2005; Stewart, 2009; Clow, 2010; Fassnacht et al., 2018),
and increasingly more precipitation falling as rain than as snow
(Knowles et al., 2006; Adam et al., 2009; Pederson et al., 2011;
Dudley et al., 2017). Since spring snowmelt pulses have been
found to contribute up to 75% of total annual runoff in some
watersheds (Fritze et al., 2011), shifts in snowmelt timing and

magnitude have important implications for streamflow dynamics
and thus in-stream exports of nutrients (Suecker et al., 2000;
Pellerin et al., 2012). In a seasonally snow-covered catchment
in the northeastern U.S., 37% of the annual nitrate (NO−

3 )
yield and 56% of the annual dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
yield were accounted for within a 56-day snowmelt (Pellerin
et al., 2012). Declines in snowmelt-dominated streamflow driven
by decreases in SWE (Barnhart et al., 2016) suggest that the
frequency and magnitude of bankfull overflow (riparian zone
inundation) events will decrease during this time of especially
high in-stream nutrient loading. This trend potentially imposes
limits on the duration of high denitrification potential within
the shallow subsurface of the riparian zone. In addition to
affecting streamflow dynamics, changes in snowmelt magnitude
and timing also have sustained implications for soil moisture
content (Blankinship et al., 2014; Maurer and Bowling, 2014;
Harpold and Molotch, 2015; Yano et al., 2019). As part of a
study conducted in a snowmelt-dominated conifer forest, Yano
et al. observed that low peak SWE is associated with lower
spring soil moisture, which can result in lower soil moisture
throughout the dry season and early monsoon season than that
observed during years with high peak SWE (Yano et al., 2019).
Such impacts on soil moisture in turn affect N-transformation
conditions throughout riparian floodplains (Yano et al., 2019).

Biogeochemical mechanisms relevant to N-cycling in riparian
hollows include nitrification (NI), a two-step process during
which organisms oxidize ammonium (NH+

4 ) to nitrite (NO−
2 )

and subsequently to NO−
3 , as well as denitrification (DN) and

dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium (DNRA), during
which microbes reduce NO−

3 primarily to dinitrogen (N2) and
NH+

4 , respectively (Kuypers et al., 2018). DNRA is not commonly
included in reactive transport models, since little is known about
its environmental importance; however, recent advancements
in genome-resolved models have demonstrated that DNRA can
be the favored nitrate-reduction pathway in certain systems
(Kuypers et al., 2018). Other reduction-oxidation pathways,
including those for carbon (C), sulfur (S), and iron (Fe), can
interact with these N-cycling pathways by altering the availability
of dissolved organic carbon, which often serves as the electron
donor and thus provides energy for NO−

3 -reducing reactions (i.e.,
DN and DNRA) (Appelo and Postma, 2005).

In this study we expand upon the current understanding
of riparian hollows as ecosystem control points by integrating
the effects of transient hydrologic conditions observed within a
snowmelt-dominated catchment and quantifying the potential
for these zones to transition between a N source and sink
depending on surface water sources and groundwater conditions.
We conduct a synthetic modeling study representative of
these topographic features in the East River watershed located
in Colorado, using site-specific data to force the model
and examine how the hydro biogeochemical dynamics of
riparian hollows respond to hydrological and meteorological
perturbations. We first describe site-specific data, followed by
the methods used to determine the hydrological and geochemical
boundary conditions for the reactive transport simulations.
We detail the analysis used to determine periods and sources
of surface flux. Finally, we discuss the importance of surface
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water origin on the transient N-transformation potential of
riparian hollows.

METHODOLOGY

Site Background
The reference site is located in the East River watershed,
a mountainous headwater near Crested Butte, CO in the
Upper Colorado River Basin (Figure 1A). In this study, we
synthesized data sets collected within the intra-meander region
of a lower montane floodplain, located between 38.9226◦N
and 38.9242◦N and between −106.9508◦W and −106.9494◦W
(Figure 1). The surface of the floodplain is comprised of
∼5m of unconsolidated alluvium, underlain by the Cretaceous
Mancos Shale (Hubbard et al., 2018). The alluvium consists
of an upper layer of fine-grained overbank deposits ∼1-m
thick underlain by 4m of coarse-grained cobbles (Figure 2).
Mancos Shale is the primary bedrock in this portion of the
watershed and is a key source of metals, metalloids, and pyrite
(Hubbard et al., 2018).

The study site and encompassing floodplain are located along
a meandering stretch (sinuosity = 1.8) of the East River that
extends ∼11 km. The river discharge is driven primarily by
snowmelt, which typically occurs between early March and late
June. River discharge also increases during the monsoon season,
mid-July through late September (Carroll et al., 2018), though
these increases are often isolated and do not contribute to river
discharge as significantly as snowmelt does (Hubbard et al.,
2018). A majority of the annual precipitation (30-year-average
= 670 ± 120mm per/year) falls as snow and occurs between
October and May (Carroll et al., 2018). This hydrologic regime
is similar to and representative of many other headwater systems
throughout the Upper Colorado River Basin (Hubbard et al.,
2018).

In situ Geochemical Sampling
A sampling campaign took place fromMay 2017 through August
2017 to better understand the transient hydrogeochemical
characteristics of the intra-meander area (Newcomer M. E.
et al., 2020). The sampling efforts encompassed surface water
samples in the stream and in ponded water throughout the
floodplain, groundwater samples throughout the floodplain
at 20-cm depth intervals up to 100 cm deep, and water
samples throughout the hyporheic zone. Samples were gathered
using a sediment coring device when appropriate and a
peristaltic pump equipped with Norprene R© tubing. Samples
were analyzed in the field for pH, temperature, oxidation-
reduction potential (ORP), and electrical conductivity (EC)
using a multi-parameter probe. Additional samples were filtered
using 0.45µm polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes and
were analyzed in the field using a CHEMetrics V-2000 Multi-
Analyte Photometer and CHEMetrics Vacu-vials R© Instrumental
Kits for the following analytes (information in parentheses
indicates CHEMetrics Vacu-vials R© Instrumental Kit ID #K-xxxx,
range, and method): total and ferrous iron [#K-6203, 0–6.00
ppm, phenanthroline method), sulfide (#K-9503, 0–3.00 ppm,
methylene blue method), and dissolved oxygen (#K-7513 (high

range) and #K-7553 (low range), 0–15.0 ppm (high range),
and 0-1.000 ppm (low range), indigo carmine method (high
range) and Rhodazine D method (low range)]; all samples were
analyzed using both low range and high range methods for
dissolved oxygen.

For cation concentrations [calcium (Ca2+), iron (Fe2+ +

Fe3+), potassium (K+), sodium (Na+)], filtered samples were
collected in 20mL plastic scintillation vials and preserved
through acidification using 200 µL ULTREX R© ultrapure nitric
acid. Cation concentrations were measured using inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) (ELAN DRC II,
PerkinElmer SCIEX, USA). For anion concentrations [nitrate
(NO−

3 ), chloride (Cl−), phosphate (PO3−
4 ), sulfate (SO2−

4 )],
filtered samples were collected in 20mL plastic scintillation
vials and preserved through freezing. Anion concentrations
were measured using ion chromatography (IC) (Dionex ICS-
2100, Thermo Scientific, USA). For dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) and dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) concentrations,
samples were collected in 40mL amber glass vials and preserved
through chilling. DOC and DIC were measured using a
Shimadzu total organic carbon analyzer (TOC-VCPH, Shimadzu
Corporation, Japan). Acidified samples were also analyzed for
ammonia-N (NH3-N), which was measured using a Lachat
QuikChem R© 8500 Series 2 Flow Injection Analysis System
(Lachat Instruments, QuikChem R© 8500 Series 2, Automated Ion
Analyzer, Loveland, Colorado).

Model Development
Model Domain and Spatial Discretization
Two-dimensional models were developed in MIN3P to simulate
transient hydrological and geochemical inputs into a generalized
riparian hollow located within the intra-meander region of the
floodplain. MIN3P is a variably saturated flow and reactive
transport code that has been benchmarked against several widely
used flow and reactive transport codes for a range of hydrological
and geochemical applications (Mayer, 1999; Mayer et al., 1999,
2002; Mayer and MacQuarrie, 2010; Molins et al., 2015; Xie
et al., 2015). MIN3P is formulated to protect against negative
(non-physical) aqueous concentrations and mineral volume
fractions by representing these parameters as logarithmic values
(Lipnikov et al., 2010; Nakshatrala et al., 2013). All simulations
were run using a parallelized version of MIN3P equipped with
unstructured grid support (Su et al., 2019). The model was
run over periods for which sufficient field data were available
in 2016 (March–May), 2017 (March–October), 2018 (April–
June and September–October), and 2019 (May–October). The
model domain is a 2m (width) by 5m (height) cross-section
of the volume shown in Figure 3A. The domain includes a
generalized hollow that is 0.4m deep and 1.5m wide, which
is representative of field observations and visual inspection of
a 0.5-m digital elevation model (DEM) of the meander region
(Falco et al., 2019). The cell sizes (defined by the average edge-
length of a cell) were chosen so that higher spatial resolution
was obtained near the surface of the model domain, where
the most biogeochemical heterogeneity and transiency were
expected. This was achieved in Gmsh (http://gmsh.info) using
a Delaunay triangulation algorithm, in which the smallest cell
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FIGURE 1 | (A) (left) East River watershed (outlined in red) and study site location; (right) data collection locations and types of data measured; overlapping symbols

indicate measurements were taken at the same location; sediment parameters were taken at the base of the hillslope at the southern end of the meander (not

encompassed in figure); geochemical measurements were also taken at several points throughout the stream and streambed. (B) Floodplain elevation profile with

example microtopographic features labeled.

size (at the upper boundary) was 0.05m and the largest cell size
(at the lower boundary) was 0.30m (Figure 3A) (Geuzaine and
Remacle, 2009). Both hydrological and geochemical boundary
conditions were updated at a maximum of 6-h time steps, while
the initial time step was 10−9 days. The boundary condition types
are shown in Figure 3B.

Sediment Parameterization
Sediment parameterization of the model domain was based
on field measurements taken in the floodplain at the base

of the hillslope directly adjacent to the study site. Sand,
silt, and clay percentages and bulk density were measured
for soil samples taken at 20-cm intervals throughout the
top 100 cm of the soil column (Faybishenko, 2020). These
measurements were then used to calculate hydraulic conductivity
in the z-direction [Ksat(z)], porosity (np), residual water content
(θr), saturated water content (θs), α (van Genuchten water
retention parameter corresponding approximately to the inverse
of the air-entry value), and n (van Genuchten empirical
parameter related to the width of the pore-size distribution)
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FIGURE 2 | Exposed floodplain cross-section used to inform model parameters.

(Peters et al., 2011; Faybishenko, 2020). An anisotropic ratio
of 1/3 was assumed for determining hydraulic conductivity
in the x-direction [Ksat(x)] (Fetter, 2001). Since the samples
acquired were only representative of the upper 100 cm and its
comparatively high fraction of fine-grained (<2mm) materials,
the physical parameters for the graded cobble were determined
using representative values gathered from previous studies
(Table 1).

Hydrologic Boundary Conditions
In situ hydrologic conditions from 15-min-resolution
groundwater elevation data collected across multiple shallow
piezometers in the floodplain were used to force the hydraulic
head of the left (inflow) boundary of the model (Figure 3B;
Dafflon et al., 2020). The lateral groundwater flow was assumed
to be left to right in the model, where the hydraulic head of
the right (outflow) boundary was calculated by subtracting
the change in head (horizontal gradient multiplied by a lateral
distance of 2m) from the hydraulic head at the left (inflow)
boundary. The horizontal gradient was calculated using a
triangulation method on the time-series groundwater level
data, allowing the gradient to reflect seasonal hydrologic
perturbations. The lower boundary was specified as a no-
flow boundary, justified by the relatively low permeability of the
Mancos Shale compared to the overlying cobble layer (Figure 3B;
Hettinger and Kirschbaum, 2002; Ridgley et al., 2013).

A specified flux boundary was applied at the surface of
the model to allow the forcing of transient surface infiltration
rates. Positive surface flux (representing infiltration and hereon
referred to as surface flux) was hypothesized to occur under
four different conditions: snowmelt, rainfall, bankfull overflow,
and groundwater upwelling (Figure 4). It was expected that
snowmelt, bankfull overflow, and groundwater upwelling would
occur during the snowmelt season (March through June), while
surface flux due to rainfall would primarily occur during the
dry and monsoon seasons (July through October). Given these

approximate seasonal bounds, we temporally bounded our
simulations to take place between March and October.

Meteorological Data
All meteorological data used to calculate surface infiltration
fluxes from snowmelt and rainfall were obtained at 15-
min temporal resolution from a WeatherUnderground station
located 1.2 km southwest of our study site (Weather Station
ID: KCOMTCRE2; Station Name: Gold Link) (The Weather
Company, 2020). All data went through a quality assurance and
quality control process andwere gap-filled to produce continuous
time series (Newcomer and Rogers, 2020). These data were
then used to calculate partitioned snowfall/rainfall rates and
potential evapotranspiration rates, which were key parameters in
determining snowmelt and rainfall surface flux rates, described
in detail in the following subsections.

Delineating Periods of Snowmelt
The “EcoHydRology” package in R (v3.6.2) was used to partition
total precipitation rates into separate snowfall and rainfall rates
and to calculate daily snowmelt rates (R Core Team, 2020).
The functions used for these calculations were provided with
in situ precipitation, temperature, slope, aspect, albedo, wind
speed, solar radiation, snow depth, and snow density data. The
snowmelt rate was directly interpreted as the surface flux rate
to impose in the MIN3P simulations, implying that all of the
snowmelt directly above the hollow infiltrated into the soil. This
assumption is reasonable for this model, since the domain is a
closed depression.

Delineating Periods of Bankfull Overflow
Periods of bankfull overflow onto the floodplain were delineated
by comparing river water absolute elevations to the absolute
elevations of each groundwater well. At each well, we first
identified the nearest location in the river for which we needed
an estimate of river water absolute elevation. We calculated river
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FIGURE 3 | (A) 3D schematic of model domain and 2D cross-section used as model domain in simulations. (B) Hydrologic boundary conditions (left) and

geochemical boundary conditions (right).

TABLE 1 | Porous media physical parameters.

Material Ksat(z) (m/s) Ksat(x) (m/s) np (−) θr (−) θs (−) α (m−1) n (–) L(d) (−)

Topsoil 4.0·10−6 (a) 1.2·10−5 (b) 0.45 (a) 0.2 (c) 0.45 (a) 2.0 (c) 1.35 (c) 0.5 (e)

Graded cobble 1.6·10−5 (f) 4.8·10−5 (f) 0.40 (f) 0.11 (f) 0.40 (f) 2.5 (f) 1.15 (f) 0.5 (e)

(a)Field data (Faybishenko, 2020).
(b)Anisotropic ratio of 1/3.
(c)Calculated using pedotransfer function (Faybishenko, 2020).
(d)Empirical parameter accounting for tortuosity and connectivity.
(e)Assumed value (Rassam et al., 2018).
(f )(Wolff, 1982).
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FIGURE 4 | Modes of surface flux modeled in simulations.

water elevations at all points around the meander by subtracting
the drop in head between each point and a reference point
upstream, where 10-min-resolution river stage data was collected
using a pressure transducer (Carroll and Williams, 2019). To
calculate the drop in head between each point and the reference
point, the distance between each point and the reference point
was multiplied by a fixed gradient of −0.0024. This gradient was
determined using surface water elevations captured by a 0.5-m
DEM of the meander region (Falco et al., 2019). The head drop
was subtracted from the river stage data collected at the reference
point to obtain an approximate time series of the river stage
at each point along the meander. Surface flux due to bankfull
overflow was assumed to occur when the nearest river water
absolute elevation was greater than the absolute elevation of the
ground surface at each groundwater well.

Delineating Periods of Groundwater Upwelling
Periods of groundwater upwelling contributing to surface
water ponding were delineated by comparing 15-min-resolution
groundwater elevation data to the ground surface elevation of
the well. Groundwater upwelling was assumed to occur when
the groundwater elevation was greater than the ground surface
elevation of the well.

Delineating Periods of Surface Flux Due to Rainfall
In order to obtain infiltration rates from the previously described
ponding due to bankfull overflow and ponding due to rain
events, we used HYDRUS-1D to calculate ponding heights
and subsequent infiltration from both of these events. First,
HYDRUS-1D was used to delineate periods of surface flux
due to rainfall (Rassam et al., 2018). We used HYDRUS-1D
because of the surface ponding capabilities and to calculate
infiltration in response to variable atmospheric and ponding
conditions. The model domain was designed to replicate the
domain used in MIN3P, with a 5-m column comprised of
1m of topsoil overlying 4m of graded cobble, using the same
physical sediment parameters described in section “Sediment

Parameterization”. The only difference between the HYDRUS-
1D domain and MIN3P domain was the removal of the lateral
(x) dimension in the HYDRUS-1D domain. The upper boundary
condition was an atmospheric boundary with a surface layer,
which allowed accumulation of water at the surface. Rainfall
and evapotranspiration were applied at the soil-atmosphere
interface using the meteorological data described in section
“Meteorological data”. The rainfall rates were multiplied by
a factor of 2.0 to account for the fact that topographic
depressions can function as hydrologic sinks that accumulate
runoff from surrounding areas. A multiplication factor of 2.0 was
chosen using trial-and-error and visual comparison to measured
ponding depths following storms impacting the meander. A
maximum time step of 15min was used to capture shorter-
duration rainfall events. The lower boundary condition was a
variable head condition, which was forced using the previously
described groundwater elevation data.

The data corresponding to ponding by either bankfull
overflow or rainfall were then imposed in a HYDRUS-1D
simulation as a variable head surface boundary. The model
domain, sediment parameters, and lower boundary conditions
in these simulations were directly transferred from the previous
HYDRUS-1D simulations. The infiltration rates obtained in
the outputs of these HYDRUS-1D models were then imposed
as specified flux boundaries in the main MIN3P simulations.
Infiltration rates during periods of surface flux with no ponding,
which occurred during snowmelt and certain rainfall events
where flux rates were low enough to dampen but not saturate
the soil, were also imposed as specified flux boundaries in
MIN3P. This analysis workflow (Figure 5) was performed for
all available data from the snowmelt, dry, and monsoon seasons
in 2016–2019.

Geochemical Boundary Conditions
A fixed concentration Dirichlet-type boundary condition was
applied at the left side (input) of the model domain, while
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FIGURE 5 | Analysis workflow to obtain specified flux surface boundary for input into MIN3P.

the right side (output) of the domain was specified as a free
advective mass outflux boundary (Figure 3B). The upper surface
(soil-atmosphere interface) of the model was provided with
fixed aqueous species concentrations that reflected the source
of surface water for each time step. The three possible types
of surface water sources were snowmelt, bankfull overflow, and
rainfall. For time steps during which there was no surface
ponding, the concentrations reflecting the most recent source
of surface water were applied. The geochemical makeup of the
bankfull overflow was determined using median concentration
values of several river chemistry measurements taken along
the meander. The geochemical makeup of the snowmelt and
rainfall were determined using data provided by the National
Atmospheric Deposition Program and documented values from
similar field sites. The geochemical makeup of the groundwater
was determined using field data and subsequent calibration,
which was performed so that aqueous species concentrations
were within the same magnitude of those measured in the field
(Supplementary Table 1).

Reaction Network
The reaction network consisted of 12 primary aqueous species
and 34 secondary aqueous species. Three gases, dinitrogen
(N2), carbon dioxide (CO2), and dioxygen (O2), were also
considered in the reaction network. Ten intra-aqueous kinetic
reactions were implemented to model N-cycling and its
indirect interactions (mediated via competition for dissolved
organic carbon) with iron oxidation-reduction reactions and
sulfur oxidation-reduction reactions (Figure 6) (Arora et al.,
2016; Dwivedi et al., 2018a,b). The reaction kinetics of the
biogeochemical network were formulated using Monod-type
reaction kinetics. In this formulation, the activation of a reaction

pathway is primarily controlled by concentrations of reacting
aqueous species and the associated half-saturation constant (Ks)
for each reactant; inhibition constants for aqueous components
can also be specified to deactivate a reaction pathway when the
concentration of a specified aqueous component is greater than
the inhibition constant (Supplementary Table 2; Su et al., 2019).

Dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium (DNRA) was
included in the reaction network due to the high organic
carbon to nitrogen ratios (mean ponded surface water C:N
= 15.0, mean groundwater C:N = 19.6) and relatively low
nitrate concentrations measured at the site, both of which are
key controls on the growth of DNRA-performing organisms.
DNRA follows two primary pathways, fermentative (DNRAFR)
and chemolithoautotrophic (DNRAAT), the former using organic
carbon as the primary electron donor and the latter using sulfide
as the primary electron donor (Giblin et al., 2013; Yin et al., 2017).
Both DNRA pathways were included in the reaction network.
Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) used in heterotrophic reactions
was supplied as CH2O through decomposition of soil organic
matter (SOM), which was implemented in the model as a mineral
(Dwivedi et al., 2018b; Newcomer et al., 2018). The domain
also included pyrite, the initial volume-fraction of which was
calculated using sequential iron-oxide extraction techniques on
shallow soil samples gathered throughout the floodplain (Fox
et al., 2019).

Model Analysis
Model Validation
For hydrologic validation of our model simulations, we
compared simulated soil moisture content (θ) at depths of 10
and 60 cm to in situ θ measured at the same depths within
an intra-meander floodplain located ∼200m downstream of
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FIGURE 6 | Schematic of biogeochemical reaction network implemented in model simulations. SOM degrades to CH2O, which then participates in the following

reaction pathways; (A) organic matter oxidation, (B) Fe(III)/Fe(II) reduction-oxidation, which affects the rate of pyrite dissolution/precipitation, (C) sulfide/sulfate

reduction-oxidation, and (D) nitrogen reduction-oxidation, which includes nitrogen fixation, nitrification, dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium, and denitrification.

the primary study site (Wu, 2017). We focused this analysis
on the 2017 simulation period, since this was the longest
continuous simulation, allowing us to compare both short-
term and long-term trends. For biogeochemical validation, we
considered transient aqueous concentrations for three species
integral to N-cycling, NO−

3 , NH
+
4 , and O2(aq). For each species,

we compared in situ concentrations measured at depths of
20 cm to 100 cm below the ground surface of the intra-meander
floodplain from 05/20/2017 to 08/30/2017 (see section “In Situ
Geochemical Sampling”) to simulated aqueous concentrations at
a depth of 60 cm below the ground surface (midpoint of in situ
geochemical measurements) for the same time period. Because all
model domains are inherently a generic simplified representation
of reality, we treat the model domain as a tool for enhancing
understanding of processes and controls on nitrogen cycling, and
not as a tool to simply recreate measured values. Indeed, even
the worst models can perfectly predict measurements with the
“right” parameter set, thus we take great care in this study to
make sure measured parameters (soil K, etc.) and measured state
conditions (soil chemistry, soil hydrology) generally agree with
model simulations.

N Transformation Rates
We focus our analysis on the relevant N-cycling pathways,
including denitrification (DN), both DNRA pathways (DNRAFR

and DNRAAT), and nitrification (NI), since these reactions
directly affect NO−

3 loading. To analyze the kinetics of each
reaction, we began with the mass of N that is transformed by
each reaction across the entire model domain for each time
step; these values are directly provided as raw outputs from
MIN3P with units of mol N d−1. We then added a spatial
dimension to this rate by calculating the transformation rate
per square meter of land surface area. For two-dimensional
model domains, MIN3P provides transformation and flux rates
as if the domain is projected one unit (e.g., m) into the third

dimension. Therefore, the land surface of our model is 2m
(x-dimension) by 1m (projected into y-dimension). Thus, the
raw transformation rates were divided by 2 m2 to determine
the riparian hollow N transformation rates per square meter of
land (mol N m −2 d−1)

To compare these transformation rates to the timing of
surface flux events, we also calculate when spikes occur in
the rates. Here, a spike is defined where a transformation rate
increases and crosses a specified threshold value, which was
chosen as either∼50% or∼75% of the maximum rate. While the
number of spikes will always increase or remain the same with
lower threshold values, we found that changing the threshold
value (when the threshold value is at least above the mean
value) does not considerably change the percentage of spikes
associated with a specific type of surface flux. Therefore, while
there exist more mathematically sophisticated techniques of
spike detection, this method is sufficient for the purposes of
our analysis.

NO–
3 Mass Balance Definitions and Calculations

For the purposes of mass balance analysis, we provide the
following terms and definitions:

NO−
3 sink: more NO−

3 flows into the model domain than flows
out; this term is controlled by both transport and reactions.

NO−
3 source: more NO−

3 flows out of the model domain than
flows in; this term is controlled by both transport and reactions.

Percent source/sink: the percentage of NO−
3 influx that is

gained or lost by the hollow throughout the simulation; 0%
source/sink represents a NO−

3 outflux equal to the NO−
3 influx;

−50% source/sink represents a NO−
3 outflux equal to one-half of

the NO−
3 influx, indicating the hollow is a net NO−

3 sink;+100%
source/sink represents a NO−

3 outflux that is double the NO−
3

influx, indicating the hollow is a net NO−
3 source.

Net NO−
3 removing or net consuming: within the model

domain, more NO−
3 is removed than is produced by aqueous
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reactions; i.e. the total amount of NO−
3 removed by DN and

DNRA is greater than the total amount of NO−
3 yielded by NI;

this term is controlled only by reaction rates.
Net NO−

3 yielding: within the model domain, more NO−
3 is

yielded by aqueous reactions than is consumed; i.e., the total
amount of NO−

3 yielded by NI is greater than the total amount
of NO−

3 removed by DN and DNRA; this term is controlled only
by reaction rates.

The mass influx, mass outflux, change in storage, and net
mass removed or net mass yielded across the domain during
each time step are directly provided as raw data outputs from the
MIN3P simulations. The cumulative values for these parameters
are also provided at each time step, so total mass influx,
for example, across the entirety of each simulation could be
found by evaluating the cumulative mass influx at the final
time step of each simulation. As with the N transformation
rates, we added a spatial dimension to determine flux rates
per square meter of riparian hollow (mol NO−

3 m−2 d−1)
and cumulative flux per square meter of riparian hollow (mol
NO−

3 m−2). The percent source/sink term for each simulation
was determined by calculating (total mass outflux–total mass
influx)/(total mass influx).

Scaling
To better understand the magnitude of riparian hollow N fluxes
relative to the catchment N budget, we estimated the contribution
of riparian hollow NO−

3 -N outfluxes to in-stream NO−
3 -N fluxes

near the outlet of the East River catchment. The first step
to determine this contribution was to calculate the NO−

3 -N
outflux from the total area of the catchment covered by riparian
hollows. Using an approximation provided by Duncan et al.
that riparian hollows cover up to 1% of the total catchment
area (Duncan et al., 2013), we multiplied 1% of the catchment
area by the cumulative NO−

3 -N outflux per square meter of
riparian hollow to determine the NO−

3 -N outflux from the total
area of the catchment covered by riparian hollows. We then
divided these fluxes by the corresponding in-stream NO−

3 -N
fluxes for each model period to approximate the contribution of
riparian hollows to the in-stream NO−

3 -N budget. The in-stream
NO−

3 -N fluxes were determined using concentration-discharge
relationships gathered near the outlet of the East River catchment
(Newcomer M. et al., 2020).

To provide another metric on how riparian hollow N fluxes
impact catchment scale N fluxes, we also approximated the
in-stream NO−

3 -N outflux of a hypothetical watershed lacking
riparian hollows. To determine this, we first calculated the
NO−

3 -N influx into the total area of the catchment covered
by riparian hollows, using the same method described in the
previous paragraph that was used to determine the total outflux.
We then determined the net effect of the riparian hollows by
subtracting the total influx from the total outflux; a negative
value in this case would mean riparian hollows are removing
NO−

3 -N before it reaches the stream, while a positive value would
mean the presence of riparian hollows results in an increase in
stream NO−

3 -N.

RESULTS

Model Validation
At depths of 10 cm and 60 cm, the simulated θ generally
followed in situ θ trends well (Figure 7). At 10 cm depth,
major and minor peaks and troughs in measured θ can
also be seen in simulated θ, albeit frequently at varying
magnitudes. The most significant discrepancy occurs during
June 2017, during which there is bankfull overflow in the
simulated domain. This bankfull overflow likely did not occur
in the downstream floodplain, since there are no significant
changes in measured θ. Other minor discrepancies can likely
be attributed to model sediment parameters being slightly
different from downstream in situ sediment parameters, as
changes in these parameters can affect water retention curves
and associated hysteresis (Likos et al., 2014). At 60 cm depth,
both simulated and measured θ show an initial trough, followed
by a mostly static period, and end with a gradual decline.
The simulated θ reaches its maximum soil moisture content
(indicating saturation) during the static period due to high
groundwater levels. Saturation is not seen in the measured θ,
possibly due to (1) higher porosity in the downstream in situ
domain than in the simulated domain, (2) location relative
to the river, or (3) varying thicknesses of topsoil and graded
cobble layers.

In general, the simulated concentrations fall within the
range of measured concentrations for each species of interest
(Figure 8). Simulated NO−

3 concentrations are slightly larger
than measured NO−

3 concentrations, though they are well within
the same order magnitude and follow the same overall trend.
Simulated NH+

4 and O2(aq) concentrations are near the lower and
more densely populated end of the range of respective measured
concentrations, and they also follow the same general trend as
measured concentrations.

Riparian Hollow Surface Flux Periods and
N-Cycling Kinetics
Distribution of Surface Flux Events and N

Transformation Spikes
Surface flux occurs for 24% of the time simulated; 47% of the
surface flux (as determined by duration rather than number
of events or magnitude of events) is due to snowmelt, 39%
rainfall, and 14% bankfull overflow (Figure 9). While each
season consists of several surface flux events, there tend to be
fewer surface flux events in later months, primarily mid-August
through October.

In general, DN rates are higher than NI rates and both
DNRA rates. There are several short periods during which the
NI rate is greater than the DN rate, though the spikes in NI
during these periods generally display a rapid onset and are not
usually sustained over long periods of time. Both DNRA rates
are consistently lower than DN and NI rates, with DNRAFR rates
∼33% of DN rates and DNRAAT rates negligible (<1%) relative
to DN rates.

Each DNRAFR spike coincides with a spike in NI, though the
converse is not always true. Eighty one percentage of the spikes
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FIGURE 7 | Simulated soil moisture contents compared to in situ soil moisture contents across 2017 simulation period.

FIGURE 8 | Simulated aqueous species concentrations compared to in situ aqueous species concentrations; multiple y-values for a single x-value represent in situ

measurements at multiple locations and/or depths on a given day.

in DNRAFR occur at the onset of surface flux due to rainfall,
12% occur at the onset of surface flux due to snowmelt, and
the remaining 6% are not directly associated with the onset of

a surface flux event. Spikes in DNRAFR rates were determined
using a threshold value of 0.125 mmol N m−2 d−1; similar
percentages were obtained using various threshold values.
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FIGURE 9 | N-transformation rates, groundwater depth, and surface flux periods/sources. In the bottom portion of each plot, the presence of a vertical line indicates

surface flux occurring at that time, and the color of the vertical line represents the source of the surface flux. Simulations were only run for periods when sufficient data

were available.

Effects of Groundwater on N Transformation Rates
When comparing groundwater table depth to N-transformation
rates, a few key trends related to groundwater depth, bankfull
overflow, and NI rates appear. The lowest NI rates, occurring
during mid-March 2017, are associated with the shallowest
groundwater levels across all simulations. A significant decrease
in NI rates is also observed throughout June 2017, another
period of shallow groundwater levels. This pattern can be
identified at several points throughout the simulations, across
different types and magnitudes of surface flux. Bankfull overflow
events, observed during June-July of 2017 and 2019, can also be
related to shallow groundwater events and low NI rates. Shallow
groundwater levels, however, do not fully inhibit spikes in NI
rates. For example, during early to late June 2019, NI rates are
near their lowest and groundwater is at its shallowest for the
analyzed portion 2019; however, there are also three spikes in NI
during this period, occurring at the onset of rainfall events. These
patterns suggest that upwelling of reduced groundwater is an

important inhibitor of NI, but also that rainfall events (associated
with about 70% of NI spikes, as determined using threshold
values of 0.1875 and 0.125 mmol N m−2 d−1) and snowmelt
events (associated with 24% of NI spikes) can provide brief
periods of geochemical conditions favorable for NI metabolisms.

NO–
3 Mass Balance Dynamics

Time-series analysis of NO−
3 mass balance parameters, including

mass influx, mass outflux, change in storage, and mass
removing/yielding rates, indicates that riparian hollows
frequently fluctuate between net removing and net yielding
behavior, typically due to the onset of different types of
surface flux (Figure 10). The percentage of time during which
the domain is net removing ranges from 74 to 87% of each
simulation, with spikes in NI rates resulting in net NO−

3 yielding
behavior occurring, on average, for 20% of each simulation.
Of this 20% during which net yielding conditions prevail, 43%
occurs during periods of no surface flux, 29% during snowmelt
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FIGURE 10 | Time-series of NO−
3 mass balance dynamics and surface flux periods/sources. Mass balance parameters are presented in rates of mol NO−

3 d−1 and

represent dynamics spatially summed across the entire model domain. Positive mass removing/yielding rates from aqueous reactions represent net NO−
3 yield (NI >

DN + DNRAFR+AT ), and negative values represent net NO−
3 removal (NI < DN + DNRAFR+AT ). The percentage of time during which the domain is net removing (trem) is

denoted at the upper right corner of each plot.

events, 24% during rainfall events, and 4% during bankfull
overflow events. Given surface flux only occurs for 24% of the
total simulation period but for 57% of the total net yielding
period, it appears that surface flux events preferentially result in
net yielding behavior.

While the peak magnitude of removing behavior is far less
than the peak magnitude of yielding behavior, cumulative NO−

3
mass balance calculations for each model period indicate that
the significantly longer durations of removing behavior result in
the simulated hollow functioning as a net NO−

3 remover for all
model periods (Table 2). This behavior translates to each of the
model periods operating as net NO−

3 sinks, though the degree
of sink-behavior is impacted by variability from meteorological

conditions. During the 2019 monsoon season, for example, there
was a one-month period (mid-Sep. to mid-Oct.) with minimal
surface flux due to rainfall. This resulted in verymild but constant
NO−

3 removal behavior. During the same one-month period in
2018, however, there were several rainfall-driven surface flux
events, resulting in far more dramatic removal behavior and thus
NO−

3 sink functionality.

Riparian Hollows and the Stream N Budget
Aggregating total outfluxes and comparing with streamN exports
indicate riparian hollows can be major contributors to stream N
budgets (Table 3). In-stream exports of NO−

3 -N range from 0.14
to 1.7Mg across the different simulation periods; riparian hollow
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TABLE 2 | Cumulative NO−
3 mass balance values separated by year and relevant sub-period for which the model was run.

Year Model

start

Model

end

Total influx

(mmol m−2)

Total outflux

(mmol m−2)

Percent

source/sink

Net change in

storage (mmol m−2)

Net removed/yielded from

aqueous reactions (mmol m−2)

2016 3/1/16 5/20/16 9.40 6.07 −35.3% 1.51 −1.56

2017 3/1/17 11/1/17 22.77 16.88 −25.9% 1.91 −3.21

2018 4/10/18 6/11/18 8.20 4.35 −46.9% 0.63 −3.05

2018 9/9/18 10/16/18 4.93 2.18 −55.7% 0.37 −2.33

2019 5/14/19 8/20/19 14.47 9.42 −34.9% 1.08 −3.60

Influx, outflux, and change in storage values are presented as cumulative mass fluxes in millimols per square meter of riparian hollow. Definitions for “Percent source/sink” and

“Removed/yielded” are provided in the text.

TABLE 3 | Scaled contribution of the total NO−
3 outflux from riparian hollows

across the catchment to the in-stream NO−
3 -N outflux for each of the simulation

periods.

Year Model

start

Model

end

Riparian

hollow NO−

3 -N

mass outflux

(Mg)

In-stream

NO−

3 -N mass

outflux (Mg)

Riparian

hollow

contribution to

total in-stream

NO−

3 -N outflux

2016 3/1/16 5/20/16 0.072 0.998 7%

2017 3/1/17 11/1/17 0.200 0.856 23%

2018 4/10/18 6/11/18 0.052 0.467 11%

2018 9/9/18 10/16/18 0.026 0.144 18%

2019 5/14/19 8/20/19 0.112 1.762 6%

contributions to these in-stream NO−
3 -N exports range from

0.026 to 0.2Mg, assuming that riparian hollows comprise 1% of
the total catchment area above the meander where field data was
collected (Figure 9; Duncan et al., 2013). The total contribution
of riparian hollows as a percentage of the total in-stream NO−

3 -N
outflux ranged from 6 to 23%, with a temporally weighted average
of 15%. Out of the five time periods we simulated, the year
2017 had the highest percentage of riparian hollow contributions
to stream N exports, accounting for nearly one-quarter of the
in-stream NO−

3 -N outflux.
Using the mass NO−

3 influx of the model domain and
removing any source/sink behavior introduced via riparian
hollows, we calculated that in-stream NO−

3 -N outfluxes could
increase by up to 20% in the complete absence of riparian
hollows. Therefore, despite the seemingly large contribution of
riparian hollows to in-stream NO−

3 -N budgets, our calculations
in a hypothetical watershed lacking riparian hollows show
that these features can be inhibitors of upland NO−

3 reaching
the stream.

DISCUSSION

Hydrologic Controls on N-Cycling
Our results show that groundwater upwelling significantly
inhibits NI, which is expected due to the anoxic and reducing
properties of the groundwater at this site. This trend aligns well
with previous studies conducted at the site, where measured

in situ NI rates were often minimal (Personal communication,
E. Brodie). DN rates were not as limited by groundwater
upwelling as NI rates were, though the simulations did still
yield lower DN rates during periods of shallow groundwater.
This can likely be attributed to the limited concentration of
electron acceptors (i.e., NO−

3 ) in the highly reduced groundwater.
During previous field campaigns conducted at this site, DN was
not observed through analysis of genomic samples (Sorenson
et al., 2019). However, this does not mean that DN was
not occurring at the time of sampling; it likely means that
sampling locations, depths, and/or timing were not suited to
capture measurable DN rates. This study can help inform
future field campaigns both spatially and temporally, as our
simulations suggest that (1) DN occurs at higher rates near the
surface, rather than in the deeper, highly reduced groundwater,
and (2) DN rates more often spike at the onset of rainfall
events, rather than during shallow groundwater conditions or
snowmelt events.

Shifts in snowmelt timing and magnitude, as well as more
precipitation falling as rain than snow, could have substantial
impacts on NO−

3 -N exports given the controls we observed
on N-transformation rates. With anticipated dryer and warmer
winters in alpine regions, as predicted by past studies conducted
at this site, our results suggest that spikes in DN, DNRAFR,
NI rates will likely increase in frequency and magnitude due
to (1) deeper groundwater levels related to shorter snowmelt
periods, and (2) an increase in proportion of surface flux events
due to rainfall coupled with a decrease in the proportion of
surface flux events due to snowmelt (Hubbard et al., 2018). The
net impact of such changes in the partitioning of rainfall and
snowfall is the potential shift of riparian hollows to functioning
as more significant NO−

3 sinks, further decreasing the net
NO−

3 -N exports in an already NO−
3 -limited watershed. This

suggested trend has previously been observed through analysis
of a 50-year concentration-discharge time series of the East
River during which there are declines in inorganic nitrogen over
time and down the watershed network (Newcomer M. E. et al.,
2020).

Riparian Hollow Source/Sink Behavior and
Scaled Impact
Our simulated riparian hollow functions as a net NO−

3 sink,
removing or retaining approximately one-quarter to one-half of
the NO−

3 that is transported through the domain. We found the
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most significant reaction consuming NO−
3 and removing NO−

3
from the domain was DN; however, NO−

3 was quite sensitive to
surface flux events. Only 15% of net removing behavior occurred
during periods of surface flux, while a muchmore significant 57%
of net yielding behavior occurred during periods of surface flux.

Our scaling results show that riparian hollows may
contribute a significant portion of the in-stream NO−

3 -N
outflux, emphasizing their role as one of the major ecosystem
control points within the riparian corridors. We also calculated
that in-stream NO−

3 -N outfluxes could increase by up to 20%
in the complete absence of riparian hollows. This indicates
that the presence of these riparian hollows may inhibit upland
NO−

3 from reaching the stream, resulting in decreases in
watershed N exports.

We acknowledge many different sources of uncertainty
could shift these estimates. These calculations assumed
that the groundwater baseflow always travels from the
beneath riparian hollow into the stream, implying gaining
conditions for the periods analyzed. While this may result in
an overestimate of the total contribution of riparian hollows
to the in-stream NO−

3 -N outflux, groundwater baseflow
has been shown to be an important source of streamflow
across all seasons at this site, justifying the assumption of
gaining conditions.

Among the several types of ecosystem control points proposed
by Bernhardt et al. our simulated riparian hollow would
be classified as an activated control point that “supports
high transformation rates only when the delivery rate of
one or more limiting reactants increases and when abiotic
conditions required for a particular biogeochemical process
are optimized” (Bernhardt et al., 2017). None of the key
N-transformation reactions are sustained for the entirety of
each simulation due to limited substrate availability and/or
unsuitable abiotic conditions, usually related to electron acceptor
availability or oxygen levels; i.e., limited NO−

3 and oxic
waters prevent consistently high DN and DNRA rates, while
limited NH+

4 and limited dissolved oxygen prevent consistently
high NI rates. In watersheds with excess nutrients, such
as those containing agricultural catchments, riparian hollows
could act as permanent control points, within which there
is a “continuous delivery of reactants and nearly constant
appropriate environmental conditions all for sustained high
rates of biogeochemical activity relative to the surrounding
landscape,” due to a sustained excess of NO−

3 constantly
promoting DN and/or DNRA (Bernhardt et al., 2017). This study
shows that transient hydrologic conditions in some watersheds,
however, can prevent riparian hollows from functioning as
permanent control points. This conclusion is important when
considering the behavior of riparian hollows in an eastern
U.S. catchment measured by Duncan et al., who found that
>99% of all surface DN occurs within riparian hollows
(Duncan et al., 2013). Under transient hydrologic conditions,
DN within riparian hollows may not be sustained, and since
these are essentially the only features promoting DN within the
watershed studied by Duncan et al., the overall DN potential
of the watershed could dramatically decrease under limited
substrate conditions or unsuitable abiotic conditions, as shown in
our simulations.

TABLE 4 | Relative contribution of DNRA and DN to total NO−
3 reduction under

different settings.

DNRA:DN Setting Source

1:3 Alpine riparian floodplain Rogers et al., 2020 [This study]

1:2 Montane grassland Chen et al., 2015

3:1 Various riparian floodplains Wang et al., 2020b

1:13–1:20 Temperate floodplain Sgouridis et al., 2011

2:1–1:5 Riparian rhizosphere Wang et al., 2020a

Importance of Dissimilatory Nitrate
Reduction to Ammonium
Our results show that DNRA can be an important pathway for
NO−

3 reduction. In our simulations, we found DNRA accounted
for 25% of NO−

3 reduction during monsoon/snow periods and
wasmost sensitive to long dry conditions. At our site, the primary
DNRA pathway was fermentative, since sulfide concentrations
were not high enough to induce the autotrophic pathway.
The ratio of NO−

3 reduced by DNRA to that of DN for our
study falls within previously documented ranges, which are
presented for context in Table 4. The presence of this alternative
pathway is significant because DNRA reduces NO−

3 to a reactive
and biologically available form of N, NH+

4 (aq), as opposed to
DN, which reduces NO−

3 to relatively inert and biologically
unavailable N2(g). This conservation of biologically available
N can have significant impacts on the overall N mass balance
by promoting greater NI rates, enhancing the net primary
productivity by providing a sustained source of N for primary
producers (Marchant et al., 2014; Domangue and Mortazavi,
2018). DNRA is not commonly accounted for in reaction
networks of model-based studies, including studies analyzing
nitrogen mass balances of systems. Our study and previous
studies show that DNRA should, at a minimum, be considered
as part of the reaction network based on, but not limited to, C:N
ratios, electron-acceptor abundance, and sulfide concentrations
in the system (Giblin et al., 2013; Marchant et al., 2014). We
suggest inclusion of DNRA could assist in developing model-
based studies that are more accurate and more widely applicable.

Recent advances in genome-resolved reactive transport
modeling make it possible to better quantify the role of and
controls on DNRA. Analyzing metagenomic samples can reveal
the presence or absence of DNRA-related organisms and can
indicate whether the pathways comprising DNRA are fully,
partially, or not represented in a sample (Arkin et al., 2018;
Carnevali et al., 2020; Shaffer et al., 2020). Further metabolomic
modeling and flux balance analysis can help quantify DNRA
kinetics relative to DN and NI kinetics under various conditions,
such as different growth media, limited substrates, or the
presence of inhibiting species (Kleerebezem and van Loosdrecht,
2010; Arkin et al., 2018; Rawls et al., 2019; Song et al.,
2020). Integrating such metagenomic and metabolomic data
into reactive transport models is an important next step in
both conceptualizing and quantifying the key controls on reach-
and watershed-scale N balances, and we suggest future studies
will need to explore this frontier to accurately develop relevant
reaction networks.
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CONCLUSION

In this study, we used numerical modeling informed by an
array of in situ datasets to quantify the N-cycling kinetics of
riparian hollows under transient hydrologic conditions, which
included transient surface flux from snowmelt, bankfull overflow,
groundwater upwelling, and rainfall. From this study, we
concluded that riparian hollows behave as one of the major
ecosystem control points within riparian corridors through their
primary function as NO−

3 sinks. We observed that periods
of groundwater upwelling are a significant inhibitor of N-
transformation within riparian hollows, while rainfall events are
key activators of the N-retaining function of riparian hollows.
Given these observed hydrologic controls, we expect that the
NO−

3 -sink capacity of riparian hollows will increase inmagnitude
with future climatic perturbations, such as shorter snowmelt
seasons and more frequent rainfall events, within mountainous
headwater catchments, further limiting watershed inorganic N
exports. We also highlighted the importance of DNRA in the N
mass balance of this system, and we encourage future model-
based studies to consider this reaction as potentially integral
to the N cycle within their system. This study elucidates the
significance of riparian hollows as small-scale controls on reach-
and watershed-scale N mass balances, and it further emphasizes
the importance of using amulti-scale approach when considering
aggregated watershed functions.
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